A fur coat is the perfect gift... it combines beauty and thoughtfulness with practicality. We show a large number of late models in a variety of furs. Each coat is styled and made in the manner that, for 21 years, has insured satisfaction in Ramsperger & Larson Furs. Inspect our handsome display at 5933 low prices.

Ramsperger & Larson
Makers of Fine Furs
Suite 500 Pittsfield Bldg
55 E. Washington St.

GIVE THE FAMILY A PERMANENT XMAS GIFT
AMERICAN BOSCH RADIO
The finest radio built in America
NEWEST 1932
SUPERHETERODYNE $67.50 COMPLETE With Matched Tubes
EASY TERMS
The very latest feature: Superheterodyne reception, crystal clear, super quality, no static or noise.

FREE BAKELITE ELECTRIC CLOCK

ATLAS RADIO
"World’s Largest Radio Dealers of All Standard Makes"

266 S. Warash Ave.
25th Year
FREE TRADE-IN ESTIMATE

MARY PICKFORD’S CHRISTMAS TREE on the grounds of the Pickford-Pickford estate, "Pickfair." The young sitter of Pickford is chairman of a local committee which has charge of the decoration of thousands of outdoor trees.

THE LITTLE VILLAGE OF LAUSCHAU, in the Thuringen forest in Germany, is the center of an industry which in the public eye today. Here are manufactured the little, colorful ornaments which adorn Christmas trees the world over. The oldest of the town’s three glass blower establishments devoted to the craft opened in 1327.

PERSONALLY WE DO NOT BELIEVE that Dorothy Lee of the movie star’s girls will star in these top roles, and despite antecedents to the contrary we do not believe she might fill all these parts, because, as any child knows, she would have no such good fortune, even for a movie lady.

THE FIFTY FOOT STATUE of Santa Claus, equipped with a talking device which answers the questions of inquiring children, has been arced in Philadelphia for the Christmas season. It may save some wear and tear on the throat muscles of parents, but... expresses the answers clearly.

ANOTHER PLEASANT HOLLYWOOD MYTH EXPLODED—Anyhow, based on a suit by Santa Claus which was said to be made of cloth as fine as silk and of the same material as the costume worn by Katharine Crawford. But then, a well-informed source reports that the swimming pool after training Dietze and Hilzer for a team of trained rooseveltians.